
          BROTHERS CONFLICT – Character CD 3 with Yusuke & Iori 

 

 Track 03: サンキュ (Sankyuu) – Thank You 

 Cast (track): Asahina Yusuke (朝日奈 侑介) (CV. Hosoya Yoshimasa|細谷 佳正) 

 
 
AAAH! What was that, don't surprise me like that! What am I doing? Can't you tell just by 

looking? I'm sewing a button back on my uniform. 

It's not a hobby... 

 

Earlier I got in a fight with some weird guys at the game center, it looks like I ran into some 

trouble at that time. But I didn't make any progress at all since earlier, the stitch is such a 

mess and it's getting on my nerves. Masa-nii1 is quite talented for this, that's why I'm 

always relying on him but, he's not here today. If I told him I got in a fight again, he'd be 

worried. 

 

Eh? You want to do it? … It's okay! I'm going to do it myself so don't worry about it! 

OUCH! Ah... No, I'm fine so far! It might turn out to be different from my expectations 

though.   

 



Eh? How did the needle come out from here? 

Err… mmm... OUCH IT HURTS, HUARGH! DAMN IT! THAT'S ENOUGH! YOU CAN GO TO HELL 

DAMN BUTTON! I'M GOING TO TEAR EVERYTHING OFF! 

 

SHUT UP! DON'T TRY TO STOP ME! 

 

Ah... Sorry, I guess you're the one who's going to do this after all... 

 

A-are you alright? Be careful to not prick yourself with the needle. Do this gently, gently... 

Don't hurt yourself okay? Do you want me to bring you plasters just in case? 

It'd be terrible if you came to hurt yourself.... 

You don't need them? I understand.... I'm not disturbing you anymore, I'm just going to 

watch you quietly from here. There’s no problem right? 

 

Eeeeh, it's well done! The place where the fabric was torn looks very different now. 

It feels strange somehow to get you sewing buttons back on my uniform at home, and to 

think that we were just classmates a while ago... 

 

Er... well, it has been a long time that I wanted to ask you something in private. 

At the beginning, what did you think?  About being surrounded by new siblings, with me 

being part of them, knowing that we'd live in the same house and be in the same class... 

Did you find it... unpleasant?  

 

Oh really? I see... 

 

How about me? I didn't have any reason to dislike it! … Ah! W-what did I say... N- nothing … 

Whatever. A-ah, maybe you thought I hated it? Well, it's true that the day you first came, I 

said something like « Impossible! », I was suddenly panicked. It's because Tsuba-nii2 kinda 

teased me a lot then unconsciously, it slipped out of my mouth so I want you to pay no 

attention to what I’ve said back then... because I'm happy that you came to our house... 



Look, this way I can get you sewing buttons for me... 

 

Oh? Are you done with it? Awesome, can I see it? You're really awesome! It looks as pretty 

as when I got it! (i.e.  It looks like a brand new one) 

 

HUH! HAH! 

 

Oh Hoho, it's still alright even if I throw punches! 

 

Eh? … I got it, since you're insisting, I won't get in fights anymore … well, the least possible. 

If I ever get involved in a fight for example, I’m going to protect this button with all my life… 

Seriously... 

Oh? This spot of the sleeve had always been torn. Maybe you could fix it for me right now? 

No! It’s not good at all. This is really her touching point… 

 

Ah? I said nothing! And, don't be that nice with anyone else! Especially men! Be it our 

older brothers or younger brothers okay?  

 

You're asking me why? Well, there is a chance that some of them might misunderstand. 

Which kind of misunderstanding? A-as if I knew! Don't ask me this question! I'm going back 

to my room now. 

 

Well, I forgot to say it … thank you. 

 
 
Notes: 
1 Referring to Masaomi 
2 Referring to Tsubaki 
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